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Abstract The two pillars of the modern scientific communication are Data Centers and Research Digital Libraries
(RDLs), whose technologies and admin staff support
researchers at storing, curating, sharing, and discovering the
data and the publications they produce. Being realized to
maintain and give access to the results of complementary
phases of the scientific research process, such systems are
poorly integrated with one another and generally do not rely
on the strengths of the other. Today, such a gap hampers
achieving the objectives of the modern scientific communication, that is, publishing, interlinking, and discovery of
all outcomes of the research process, from the experimental
and observational datasets to the final paper. In this work,
we envision that instrumental to bridge the gap is the construction of “Scientific Communication Infrastructures”. The
main goal of these infrastructures is to facilitate interoperability between Data Centers and RDLs and to provide services
that simplify the implementation of the large variety of modern scientific communication patterns.
Keywords Scientific communication systems · Data
Infrastructures · Research Digital Libraries · Data Centers

1 Introduction
New high-throughput scientific instruments, telescopes,
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tunity for scientists as it can revolutionize the way research
is carried out and lead to a new data-centric way of thinking,
organizing, and carrying out research activities (Gray’s vision
[1]). Such data-dominated e-Science has started to impact
also on the scientific communication process (Towards 2020
Science report [2]). Research data are starting not to be exclusively understood as necessary sub-product of a scientific
publication, but are increasingly regarded as first class citizens of the scientific communication, with their own identity
and metadata, which can be discovered, accessed, validated,
and possibly re-used. In the modern scientific communication paradigm researchers should be able to publish intermediate and relevant products of the research process, i.e. raw
data, secondary data, and publications, in a way that they
are discoverable, meaningfully interlinked, and re-usable by
others [3]. Researchers, funding agencies, and organizations
require modern scientific communication systems, supporting all functionalities required to facilitate modern publishing practices in order to improve the quality and speed-up
sharing and re-use of research outcomes.
The pressing community requirements gave life to several
initiatives aiming at publishing data and/or interlinking them
with other research outcome. The most prominent ones have
to do with data citation practices, i.e. standards for metadata
about data and persistent identifiers, and recognize the role of
data as a primary research output; e.g. DataCite [4] and Dataverse [5]. Such initiatives leverage data publishing, discovery
and re-use, and permit to reward researchers producing and
sharing data. Although fundamental, these are not sufficient,
as several cultural and technological barriers are still hindering the realization of modern scientific communication systems. On the one hand, data citation is still not a common best
practice in many disciplines, which instead focus on metadata descriptions for re-use of datasets within the community.
On the other hand, the technologies and the professionals
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traditionally involved in publication and data management
find themselves far apart. Traditionally, scientific communication relies on publishers (i.e. journals), academic institutions, and research centers to support research communities
with what we shall refer to as Research Digital Libraries
(RDLs). Such systems provide the combination of technology (e.g. repository functionality, from search to peerreview systems) and organization (e.g. librarians, reviewers)
required to assist the literature life-cycle, from drafting to
publishing and dissemination. To cope with new requirements of data publishing and interlinking, RDLs should today
integrate features which are typical of Data Centers (DCs),
which are the organizational units providing the technology (e.g. data repositories, computing infrastructures) and
organization (e.g. data managers, data curators) required by
researchers to efficiently manage their data. Unfortunately,
RDLs and DCs were devised to target complementary phases
of the data research and publication process and their supporting systems, policies, and best practices are not conceived to
facilitate their interoperability.
As a consequence, the realization of modern scientific
communication systems must bear the cost of upgrading
existing RDLs and/or DCs technologies to establish interoperability and deliver the expected functionalities. For example, some scientific journals made dedicated agreements with
DCs or established dedicated data repositories in order to
ensure that their authors deposit peer-reviewed publications
in the journal repository and the data they used or produced
in the same experiment in a data repository; e.g. DRYAD
repository [6] and its Joint Data Archiving Policy. In such
cases, very often both RDLs and DCs are upgraded to keep
references from publication to data and vice versa, exploiting known publication and data citation standards. In other
cases, the integration might involve services of the Research
Infrastructures (RI) [7] that generated the data. For example,
a scientific communication system may provide data peerreview facilities, necessary to ensure quality of published
data. Data analysis and validation may require exceptional
computational power or highly specialized algorithms and
workflows (e.g. PRIDE database [8]), which are out of the
scope of traditional RDLs and typically offered by research
infrastructures.
Software solutions can always be found. However, the
resulting scientific communication systems tend not to be
cross-discipline and cross-technology and in general may
suffer from high costs of realization, maintenance, and extension to other functionalities. The purpose of this paper is
to advocate the need for bridging RDL and DC realms by
means of so-called Scientific Communication Infrastructures
(SCIs). Such infrastructures should provide the services and
tools necessary to integrate content and functionality from
arbitrary RDLs, DCs, and RIs in order to (i) minimize the
upgrade effort required by RDL and DC organizations to
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interoperate with the infrastructures, and (ii) minimize the
effort for implementing advanced scientific communication
applications by re-using RDLs, DCs, and RIs functionalities. The enabling software of SCIs should be designed to be
extendible, general purpose, and component oriented so as to
facilitate its customization to different scenarios and support
the evolution of such scenarios over time.
Outline The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 motivates and describes the effects of e-Science on scientific communication. Section 3 describes the current approaches to the
construction of modern scientific communication systems.
Section 4 reports on the cultural and technological issues arising in the realization of such systems. Finally, Sect. 5 presents
our vision of future Scientific Communication Infrastructures
as the organizational and technological means through which
scientific communities will overcome such issues and fully
address modern scholarly communication requirements.

2 Modern scientific communication
The research and publishing process is composed of the
following phases: (i) a scientist produces, through research
activity, primary, raw data; (ii) these data are analyzed to
create secondary data; (iii) this is then evaluated, refined to
be reported as tertiary information for publication; (iv) this
then goes into the traditional publishing process and feeds
publication repositories contained in RDLs, while primary
data are archived into discipline-specific DCs. Top of Fig. 1
illustrates the traditional scientific communication process
and the different involvements of DCs and RDLs. DCs are
designed to serve the needs of a community of scientists
whose experiments and/or results are based on data acquisition and processing. They deal with aspects such as raw data
acquisition and processing, production of secondary data,
analysis and curation of data, data storage and preservation
onto data repositories, data disposition, etc. [1,7]. Once the
results are finalized, researchers rely on RDLs to produce and
publish literature and related data, i.e. technical reports, preprints, articles, Ph.D. theses, hence effectively implementing
the scientific communication process. Literature, which may
or may not be certified by a peer-review process, represents
the only well-established means of research dissemination
and only includes data as embedded information or as separate files of secondary data, uploaded in the same publication
repository [9]:
• Literature embeds secondary data The data are contained
within (peer-reviewed) publications in RDLs, e.g. a table
in a paper. This is the traditional publishing model where
the publisher takes full responsibility for the publication of the article as well as for the aggregated data
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Fig. 1 Traditional versus modern scientific communication

embedded in it and the way it is presented. The tight
embedding of the data into the publication makes the
data citable and retrievable only together with the publication. Besides, the re-usability of the data is limited.
This model is not appropriate when large data sets are
involved, as they do not fit the traditional publication
format.
• Literature comes with separate secondary data files The
data reside in supplementary files added to the journal
article, thanks to more advanced RDLs. The journal offers
authors the service to add in supplementary files to their
article any relevant material that is too big or that will not
fit the traditional article format or its narrative, such as
datasets, multimedia files, large tables, animations, etc.;
e.g. Elsevier,1 SAGE.2 This publishing model serves well
the consumer of an article, which can possibly visualize supplementary material independently of the article
itself, but carries issues such as the curation and preservation of such files as well as the ability to find and link
them independently of the main publication. In addition,
supplementary files are often constrained to given size
thresholds and therefore confine the possibilities of data
publishing to secondary data.

Today, the advent of data-driven science is forcing this
scenario to change. All stakeholders in the research lifecycle, from funding agencies to scientists and hosting organizations, require that data must be validated, stored, and
preserved in the long term, to be published and accurately
described in order to enable discovery and re-use by other
scientists [10]. Funding agencies aim at Return Of Investment (ROI) measurement,3 and organizations, as well as
researchers, at gaining credit [11,12]. Most importantly,
scientists, who today can collaborate through e-Science
(research) infrastructures via e-Research tools such as those
offered by Virtual Research Environments [13], urge to
include data in the scientific communication chain in order to
improve its discoverability, interpretability, and re-usability.
Such requirements are similar, parallel, and interwoven with
the one of publishing literature, which still represents the conclusive step of the research chain. To support modern datadriven science, raw data acquisition, secondary data production, drafting, and publishing literature must all be different
phases of an integrated scientific communication process.
More specifically, researchers should be able to collaboratively produce and publish intermediate and relevant products
of this process, i.e. raw data, secondary data, and literature,
in a way that these are discoverable, possibly meaningfully
(web) interlinked, and re-usable by others [14].

1

Elsevier Supplementary Data, http://www.elsevier.com/journals/
vaccine/0264-410X/guide-for-authors#87000.

2

SAGE Journals, Author Guide to Supplementary Files, http://www.
uk.sagepub.com/repository/binaries/doc/Supplemental_data_on_sjo_
guidelines_for_authors.doc.

3

For example JISC’s “what we do”: http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/
programmes/-di_researchmanagement/managingresearchdata/
research-data-publication.aspx.
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The bottom of Fig. 1 shows how modern scientific communication involves DCs as well as RDLs. It requires
their interaction for establishing bi-directional links between
data and literature as well as between data and data. Such
process enables stakeholders to review the method of conducting the science as well as its final conclusions. It enables
greater sharing, re-use and comparison of scientific results,
reduces duplication of efforts, and insures against data loss
because the additional, contextual, and provenance information improves the repeatability and verifiability of the results.
For example, data journals offer today manual peer review
of datasets, which entails lack of data certification quality
[15]. Modern scientific communication should support systems providing workflows for automated data submission
and analysis by interoperating with research infrastructure
services capable of performing such validation. In addition,
the integration of data and publications can produce significant benefits [1], since publications help the data to be better
discoverable and interpretable, and provide the author better
credits for the data; and reversely: the data add depth to the
article and facilitate better understanding. Overall, such systems also impact on reading practices as they allow scientists
to move beyond the paper to engage the underlying science
and data much more effectively and to move from paper to
paper, or between paper and reference data collection, with
great ease, precision, and flexibility [16].
2.1 Data citation standards and practices
In an attempt to deliver modern scientific communication
systems, research in the area has already provided solutions
to data publishing, discovery, and re-use and interlinking
with the literature. Such solutions are more “infrastructural”
and include metadata best practices for citing and reusing
data from publications and vice versa. The main mechanism
enabling the alignment and integration between data and publications in the scientific communication process is data citation. Data citation is the practice of providing a reference to
data (or a dataset) intended as a description of data properties
that enable discover, interlinking, and access to the data. As
such, proper citation mechanisms rely on the assignment of
persistent identifiers to data (hence on some entity guaranteeing the identifier and the data themselves will persist in the
long term), together with a description (metadata) of the data,
which allows for discovery and, to some extent, re-use of the
data. Several standards exist for citing data and practices vary
across different disciplines and data repositories, supported
by initiatives in various fields of applications. Their common objectives are to align data citation with that of publications, in order to support easier access to scientific research
data on the Internet, increase acceptance of research data as
legitimate, citable contributions to the scientific record, support data archiving that will permit results to be verified and
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re-purposed for future study, and give credit to the author and
publisher of the data.
The Dataverse Network [12] is an initiative maintaining
open source software for the installation and maintenance of
a network of federated data repositories originally devised
in the field of social sciences (other sciences have been targeted and others have on going requirement analysis). The
software offers out-of-the-box facilities for long-term preservation, citation, and re-use of data according to standard practices and over data of several formats in a given domain.
In particular, a running network, for each deposited dataset,
requires a metadata description to be provided as means for
data citation, hence discovery and re-use in the network. The
metadata is “flat” and mandatorily includes title, authors,
publishing year, distributor, a persistent identifier, and a Universal Numeric Fingerprint (UNF), i.e. a short, fixed-length
string of numbers and characters that summarize all the content in the data set, such that a change in any part of the data
would produce a completely different UNF.
The DataCite initiative4 forms an international consortium addressing the challenges of making data citable in a
harmonized, interoperable and persistent way. In particular
DataCite supports data centers by providing persistent identifiers for datasets, workflows, and standards for data publication and journal publishers by enabling research articles to be
linked to the underlying data. As such, unlike Dataverse, DataCite targets a wider audience and focuses on the minimal
infrastructural aspects to enable cross-discipline best practices for data citation. DataCite members must assign Digital
Object Identifiers5 (DOIs) [17] to their data sets and provide
metadata descriptions responding to the DataCite metadata
format specification [18]. DataCite mandatory metadata is a
subset of the Dataverse mandatory fields (no property UNF)
but it is “hierarchical” (e.g. creators can be more than one,
have separate name separate from surname property, and may
have a unique persistent identifier). On the other hand, the
whole set of fields, including optional ones, is richer. For
example, it includes properties to classify the data based on
subject, format, typology, its access rights, language, and how
it is interlinked with other datasets and publications. Many
Data Centers (or simply data repositories) are today part of
DataCite and follow its directives. For example, PANGAEA6
is a system acting as an Open Access library whose goal is to
archive and publish geo-referenced data from earth system
research. The system guarantees long-term availability of its
content through a commitment of the operating institutions
in the domain. Data published in PANGAEA are described
by DataCite mandatory fields and assigned a DOI by the

4

Data Cite, http://www.datacite.org.

5

Digital Object Identifier System, http://www.doi.org.

6

PANGAEA, http://www.pangaea.de.
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infrastructure, but can include references to publications in
the case data are kept as supplementary to such publications.
The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) constantly produces results of data processing that are widely cited and referred to from media and
research journal papers. In order to provide the reader with
in-depth reference to such resources, OECD provided a specification on how to formally cite their secondary data to facilitate their discovery and re-use [19]. The mandatory metadata
fields proposed by the initiative are a superset of Dataverse’s,
completed with properties such as the abstract, periodicity,
links to digital representations of the data (e.g. PDF, Excel),
and copyright. As DataCite, no UNF property is considered,
and other optional fields are available, including links to other
dataset and country covered by the data.

3 Current trends in developing scientific
communication systems
Today’s scientific communication is mainly driven by RDLs
whose technology (e.g. DSpace [20], Fedora [21], Greenstone [22]) supports the activities of research institutions and
scientific journals. The objective of RDLs was traditionally
that of supporting the processes of acquisition, organization,
peer review, preservation, and access to electronic scientific
publications by implementing indexing, storing, searching,
and retrieving techniques. In the last decade, as mentioned
in the previous section, RDL technologies evolved into an
attempt to cope with data publishing requirements, beyond
the initial solutions of embedding data into publications and
attaching supplementary files to publications. New scientific
communication systems and tools have been realized, capable of indexing, storing, searching, retrieving, and interlinking publications with datasets from DCs. Typically, organizations or research communities ended-up sustaining the
cost of constructing such systems, investing in the development and maintenance of the relative software. These can be
categorized in four broad categories:
• Journal publishers which support an RDL and invest in
a “local” DC, typically consisting of one data repository,
to support data publishing as mandatory to the literature
publishing;
• Research communities sustaining a shared DC (typically
a data repository) and investing in RDL technologies to
publish their data as it is traditionally done with literature.
• Research communities implementing data and literature publishing practices independently (hence operating
RDLs and DCs) investing in the realization of technologies for the integration of their two worlds. The resulting
systems may allow the author of publications and/or data
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to deliver the respective object to the proper technological
support (respectively RDLs and DCs), or to create links
between publication and data in order to enable better
discovery practices.
• Research communities that, assuming data publishing
practices are well established, focus on “modern” RDL
document models, where publications are intended as
“information packages” somehow unifying data and publications into one navigable and/or machine re-usable
object.
3.1 RDL organizations supporting typical DC services:
making-related data available
Many scientific journals have started to require data valuable for the evaluation of an article to be deposited prior
submission into a data archive or Data Center. Such journals
generally rely on external data repositories (or Data Centers)
which offer the storage and preservation capacity necessary
to cope with size and long-term sustainability of deposited
data [23]. The Joint Data Archiving Policy7 (JDAP) proposed
by the DRYAD initiative8 describes the requirement that data
supporting publications must be publicly available (license
CC0): “This policy was adopted in a joint and coordinated
fashion by many leading journals in the field of evolution in
2011, and JDAP has since been adopted by other journals
across various disciplines”. In this case, journals subscribing to this policy rely on the DRYAD data repository [6],
which was specifically devised and supported by the committed consortium of journals for this purpose. In their policy,
DRYAD also adopts the DataCite approach and generates a
proper DOI and metadata for all deposited material, making
it discoverable and re-usable independently of the original
publication. A similar service is offered by the data repository PANGEA introduced above, which offers storage for
supplementary data for Elsevier articles at ScienceDirect.
3.2 DC organizations supporting typical RDL services:
publishing data
A recent new trend is that of data journals whose mission
is to disseminate data by leveraging analytic precision and
transparency, minimize replication of work, and disclose new
research avenues. Researchers can submit to a journal their
valuable qualitative dataset together with a description, i.e.
a short publication. An example is the GigaScience journal9 (supported by BGI Shenzhen and BioMed Central),
which accepts “data notes” submissions relative to relevant
7

Joint Data Archiving Policy (JDAP), http://www.dryad.org/jdap.

8

DRYAD Repository, http://datadryad.org/.

9

GigaScience journal, http://www.gicasciencejournal.com.
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datasets (license CC0) in the ambit of biological and biomedical research. Another interesting notion is the one of
data papers [24], whose motivations are threefold: (i) providing a citable publication to bring scholarly credit to the
creators of the data, (ii) describing data in a human readable
form to incentivize re-use, and (iii) enabling discovery of
data by the research community; e.g. the Journal of Open
Archeology Data,10 Global Biodiversity Information Facility (Pensoft).11 The journal organizes the logistic of the peer
review of the data by selecting capable reviewers in the field.
As in the case above, in the case of acceptance, the journal
must ensure the long-term availability and preservation of
the data and to this aim relies on external support. The data
repository PANGAEA introduced above supports the Earth
System Science Data (ESSD) journal,12 dedicated to publishing original research data in the field. The interesting novelty
introduced by data journals is that of proposing a publishing
process for data that resemble the one of publications. Data
are not a supplement to a publication, but vice versa. Peer
review, aiming at measuring originality and quality of data,
is applied to the data rather than to the publication, and its
“blessing” is mandatory for the data to be published.
3.3 Community organizations integrating their DCs and
RDLs
A further approach is that of integrating existing and
autonomous RDLs and DCs by means of “gluing” or “embedded” technologies. The idea is to deploy and manage RDLs
and DCs for their regular missions, but apply the necessary
changes to make them interoperate and offer functionalities typical of modern scientific communication systems. A
real example is that of the European Bioinformatics Institute
(EBI), a non-profit academic organization that forms part of
the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL). EBI
supports a DC for research and services in bioinformatics,
including databases of biological data such as nucleic acids,
protein sequences, and macromolecular structures. Another
unit of EBI provides an RDL publication repository called
UK PubMedCentral13 (today changing to Europe PubMedCentral), which offers advanced functionality for linking biomedical literature to scientific data at EBI. To this aim, EBI
extended the publication repository to include references to
data stored at EBI Data Center and then realized services
capable of: (i) interacting with the repository to mine biomedical literature (PDF files) and identify possible links to
10

JOAD, http://openarchaeologydata.metajnl.com.

11

Global Biodiversity Information Facility, http://www.gbif.org.
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datasets14 (e.g. proteins) and (ii) semi-automatically (prior
data curator validation) materializing such links from the literature to data and vice versa.
3.4 Research communities developing tools for “modern
publications”
Scientific publications in both digital and physical forms
will likely never lose their role of communication means.
However, the literature publishing will inevitably change to
address the evolving requirements of data-driven science and
its supporting technologies [25]. Such a process is already
ongoing and RDL technologies started supporting new conceptions of scientific publication, not only merely with different business models, but also with different editorial and
technical approaches [26]. These are typically based on “document models” where a publication is intended as a set
of “information units”, including text and datasets, images,
videos, sound recordings, mathematical models, workflows,
presentational material, and software packages meaningfully
connected by relationships. Their principle is that of exploiting data identification, citation, and linking technologies (see
Sect. 2.1) together with metadata descriptions enabling different degrees of human and machine interpretation. In the
literature, two major classes of publication models seem
to emerge: structured publications and experiment-oriented
publications. In the following we shall present them together
with real-case instantiations.
Structured publications “Fine-grained” structured publications are intended as one textual information object structured in well-defined subparts, which may include sections,
paragraphs, figures, tables, as well as images or web references to external sources and interactive applications. Their
structure is designed to enable smart visualization of the publication through Web applications, i.e. navigation through its
subparts, and browsing of links to external Web resources,
such as remote data available through HTTP. Investigations on such kinds of publication models started a decade
ago, e.g. OpenDLib data model [27], but were recently reproposed as underlying models for Web 2.0 publications,
such as the Article of the Future of Elsevier [28]. Other
examples, are Utopia Documents [29] and SOLE documents
[30]: Utopia Document is a novel PDF reader that semantically integrates visualization and data analysis tools with
published research articles, via links to external objects (e.g.
biochemical datasets15 ); similarly, SOLE is a tool for linking research papers with associated science objects, such as
source codes, datasets, annotations, workflows, packages,
and virtual machine images. Authors of SOLE are investi-

Earth System Science Data Journal, http://www.earth-systemscience-data.net.

14

What’s it!, http://www.ebi.ac.uk/webservices/whatizit/info.jsf.

15

Pilot with Biochemical Journal, http://www.biochemj.org/bj/424/

13

3/.

UK PubMedCentral, http://ukpmc.ac.uk/.
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gating the possibility of enabling re-use of datasets linked by
a SOLE document via given services; in this case, these documents would fall in the category of “experiment-oriented
publications” explained below. Finally, live publications
have recently emerged in the context of e-Science infrastructures and consist in textual publications (typically research
reports) which embed data descriptions, tables, histograms,
summaries, and statistics based on “live data”, generated at
access time and updated in the publication by the underlying
infrastructure. A publication can therefore be “instantiated”
in a given moment in time to describe current status/results
for a given scenario. Examples of such publications can be
found in the D4Science and iMarine infrastructures, serving
respectively the communities of European Space Agency and
FAO [33].
“Coarse-grained” structured publications are intended as
“compound objects”, i.e. sets of existing objects meaningfully interlinked and packaged to form one new digital object.
Examples are enhanced publications [31] and modular articles [32]. An enhanced publication consists of an existing
publication, e.g. a peer-reviewed textual article, enhanced
with relationships to a number of existing objects, such as
further publications (cited, similar, etc.) or datasets (used in
experiments, resulting from experiments, etc.). Examples are
research data that provides evidence of the research, its associated contextual and provenance metadata and the derived
information, extra materials useful for clarification purposes,
post-publication data that could provide commentaries, and
web resources. An enhanced publication encodes the structure of a graph rooted in an existing publication and connecting objects which can be distributed over several locations
(typically identified by a persistent identifier, e.g. DOI). Similarly, a modular article mirrors the vision of Kircz, according
to whom data sets, images, sounds, simulations, and videos
are part (i.e. modules) of the publishing environment, next to
text. A module is defined as a uniquely characterized, selfcontained representation of a conceptual information unit,
aimed at communicating that information. Each type of information unit should be well defined and therefore be endowed
with different sets of metadata, each set describing a different
aspect of the information entity. A modular article consists
of modules and Internet links between them into a coherent
unit for the purpose of communication, but none of them is
privileged like in the case of enhanced publications.
Experiment-oriented publications Such publications
are inspired by structured publications, but generally contain, beyond digital objects, also information units whose
purpose is enabling automatic re-use of their content [34].
Examples of such publications are Scientific Publication
Packages, Research Objects, and executable papers. A Scientific Publication Package (SPP) [35] is a new information
format that encapsulates raw data, derived products, algorithms, software, textual publications and associated contex-
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tual, and provenance metadata. This new information format is fundamentally different from the traditional file-based
formats. The different information units must be specified
and can either be included as references to a unique identifier or actual bit streams incorporated within the package.
Tools are provided to the scientists that allow him or her to
specify the precise components, including data, mathematical functions, software specifications, and textual documents.
The Scientific Publication Package, i.e. a compound digital
object, is represented as a PDF package. A Research Object
[36] (MyExperiments.com) is a compound object obeying
to some extent to the following properties (the “six R’s”):
replayable, repeatable, reproducible, reusable, re-purposeful,
and reliable. The vision behind such model is to replace traditional models of publications with others capable of “providing sharable, reusable digital objects that enable research
to be recorded and reused”—which, fundamentally, is what
Science and e-Research involve. Other approaches like Paper
Machè [37] or SHARE [38] make use of virtual machines that
provide an environment for publishing “executable papers”.
Such a virtual machine would include all required tools and
the complete software setup, which is needed to reproduce
and verify an experiment described in such papers. The virtual machine may also contain data, the required scripts and
embedded code snippets to generate updated revisions of a
paper and allow reviewers to trace back the steps and verify
results of the authors.

4 Issues in realizing scientific communication systems
The solutions presented in Sect. 3 suffer from two main interdependent weaknesses that make them fail at satisfying the
requirements of modern scientific communication processes.
On the one hand, the lack of data publishing best practices
for DCs and the relative communities. On the other hand,
the sustainability costs which organizations willing to realize
scientific communication systems have to bear.
4.1 Barriers for Data Centers
Scientific communication is still framed too narrowly, typically focusing on the final result of the research and publication process, that is, the scientific article in RDLs. Indeed,
DCs mainly function as central services where researchers
can both deposit data they have created and also find data they
can re-use within their own work. In addition, they support
researchers in preparing their data for wider presentation and
re-use in particular, in the creation of appropriate metadata
and bear the responsibility for the curation and long-term
preservation of the data. Although new trends are emerging,
DCs typically do not target publishing aspects of the data and
suffer from a major lack of best practices and technologies in
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order to support a rigorous scientific communication process.
This is not surprising, as data citation is far more complicated
than citation of scientific publication. For example, data sets
generally are not locatable and attributable in the same way
as scientific publications, they are often versioned, and they
are mostly not peer-reviewed, hence in the need of quality
control [39]. More generally, most of the data are still “hidden” into data repositories at Data Centers (when not open
to the Internet) or in scientists’ hard disks.
Culture of sharing Despite the urging requirements of
data-driven science, data citation is still not widely adopted
in many areas due to cultural barriers. This trend, not only
deprives scientific communication of relevant research outputs, but also hinders the adoption and uptake of new publications models, thereby hampering the effective implementation of modern science. A recent study, carried out in [4],
has summarized the current status of data citation standards,
instruction, and practices among the “breadth of academic
research, through a content analysis of journal articles, style
manuals, and journal guidelines”. Interestingly, such aspects
are benchmarked against a Data Citation Adequacy Index,
which takes into account the usage of various data citation
standards, in order to measure the efficacy of current practices. The results are not surprising and confirm that scientists
are not yet well acquainted with data citation practices; for
example, the majority of citations make use of in-text data
titles and authors and publishers of the dataset are often missing. The problem is mainly cultural, since shifting behavioral norms is a slow process and requires all stakeholders,
from librarians and repository managers to data managers, to
understand and disseminate the benefits of data citation for
researchers; especially on aspects such as data discovery and
re-use and credits for authors publishing quality data.
Metadata structure and semantics When cultural barriers are not an issue, Data Centers often encounter another
difficulty: data citation not only as a mean to discover the
data, but also as a mean to re-use the data by a human or
a machine. Metadata structure and semantics may not be
limited to the high-level bibliographic-like description of
data, but also include specific properties enabling disciplinespecific (e.g. device-specific) re-use of the cited data. In this
direction, several proposals have appeared in the literature.
We have seen how different initiatives tend to propose metadata descriptions whose structure and semantics may reach
different depth of discipline or cross-discipline insights (e.g.
INSPIRE directive16 ), be limited to data citation, bearing or
not relationships with other data or publications, provenance
information, authorship information, hence enabling different degrees of automatic interpretation and re-use [1,39,40].
Varying aspects are data granularity, data formats, data qual-

ity (parameters and measures), data re-use, data publishing
policies (what data of a Data Center should be published), and
data linking (what data should be made available within, be
made supplemental to, or be linked with publications). Identifying and investing in the right direction might be difficult
in absence of well-proved trends and existing experiences.
Similarly, keeping up with metadata trends and requirements
entailed by the evolution of one discipline or the multidisciplinary participations requires efforts [41] that might
fall out of the scope of DCs and beneficiary scientific communities.
Exporting metadata When cultural and metadata format barriers are not an issue, Data Centers must commit
to the technology required to export their dataset metadata.
Several standard formats and protocols for exporting metadata about (modern) publications and datasets have been proposed and increasingly adopted in the DC and RDL realms.
Among several initiatives, Linked Data [42,43], OAI-ORE
[44], and OAI-PMH17 are known representatives of methods for encoding and exporting metadata of objects for third
party re-use.
Linked Data proposes a set of best practices for publishing
and connecting structured metadata on the Web as a graph
of interrelated objects encoded in RDF format. The adoption
of Linked Data by an increasing number of data providers
led towards the vision of the Web as a Global Data Space
[45], i.e. a global data space containing billions of assertions
relative to publications and datasets. Similarly, OAI-ORE
defines standards for the description and exchange of “aggregations of Web resources”, which are representations of
graphs of web resources. The common goal of these standards
is to expose metadata object descriptions (e.g. title, publisher and date of a dataset) and relationships between them
(e.g. citedBy, partOf) as labeled graphs, together with structural information required to make it automatically accessible and interpretable by consumers. LinkedData SPARQL
entry points and OAI-ORE aggregations expose data source
metadata as searchable and navigable graph of objects
respectively.
OAI-PMH was devised to support bulk-exports of XML
metadata records describing the “resources” of a “repository”. Although the protocol was conceived in the digital
library context, its adoption went beyond this scenario and
several dataset repositories and digital archives are today supporting it to expose discipline-specific metadata descriptions
(e.g. DataCite, LIDO, EAD). OAI-PMH exposes a list of
metadata descriptions whose granularity is expressed by the
XML format. For example, a metadata record may encode the
metadata of one object together with relationships to metadata descriptions of other objects; i.e. the records represent

16

17 OAI Protocol for Metadata Harvesting, http://www.openarchives.
org/pmh.

Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community,
http://inspire.jrc.ec.europa.eu.
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sub-graphs, rooted subsets of the aforementioned graph of
objects.
Therefore, DCs must choose the protocol and implement
the required export technologies. Such actions are often
driven by community policies. DCs typically pick export formats and protocols guided by the existence of services capable of exploiting and rewarding their efforts. The scientific
panorama is extremely heterogeneous on this respect, with
some communities thriving with common solutions and others still unaware, uninterested, or not sufficiently motivated
to invest in the direction of data publishing and interlinking
with publications. For example, the Cultural Heritage community has a long history in sharing content, since disclosure
and dissemination are intrinsic part of their mission. Libraries
need to share their metadata descriptions to reduce redundant
cataloguing work. Museums and archives hold more unique
digital artifacts, but need to share vocabularies and authority files, e.g. events, people, topics, places, to collaboratively
annotate their collections uniformly and facilitate discovery
and interpretation. Moreover, persistent identifiers play a crucial role for digital objects and their descriptive concepts (e.g.
vocabularies and authority files) to be uniquely referred and
properly preserved into the future. Despite the “stumbling
blocks” [46], the Cultural Heritage community has embraced
the LinkedData initiative (and the Linked Open Data project),
where metadata sharing and accessibility, vocabulary and
authority file sharing, and persistent identifiers are addressed
by tools such as RDF*, SKOS, W3C Open Annotation 18 , and
many others. LinkedData as a publishing practice has brought
real benefits and opportunities to the community, which has
been constructed around it technologies for exporting RDF
datasets, collection and aggregation of RDF datasets, collaborative annotation of digital artifacts, generation of common
ontologies and vocabularies, etc. [47]. However, the same
story may not hold in other disciplines. In some cases the
cultural barrier makes scientists perceive dataset sharing as
harming (others may “steal” results) or a futile action [48].
In other cases, the lack of “community agreements and services” [49] makes the choice difficult to take and the trade-off
“cost vs. uncertain benefits” heads off versus a non-choice;
for example in the field of neuroimaging, the will to share
datasets still finds both cultural and technological barriers
[50].
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Realizing and maintaining Scientific Communication systems are an expensive activity for a research community and
its organizations. In the four categories of solutions presented
in Sect. 3, the first one described how an organization famil-

iar with and operating an RDL needs to invest in the realization of a data repository, hence in a system providing at
least minimal but expensive typical DC functionality. In the
second case, the same scenario occurs but with an organization operating a DC data repository deciding to invest in the
operation of a dedicated RDL [51]. In both cases, the delivery of such “integrated systems” has clear main drawbacks,
namely software and system sustainability costs. The technological effort needed to achieve the objectives leads the
organizations involved to operate beyond their usual areas of
expertise. This is generally an expensive approach, involving
software development and refinement costs, as well as personnel expenses. In the third case, the organizations already
bear the cost of personnel and maintenance of RDLs and DCs,
but still have to realize the software integrating such systems,
which generally are not designed to interoperate with each
other. Revising code and writing mediation services in order
to interlace RDLs and DCs to support different phases of
the same scientific communication process is again a nontrivial task. In summary, mainly due to the implementation
and maintenance cost of such integrated systems, these three
solutions are very pragmatic and tailored to the requirements
they must address. As such, they tend to be “minimal” and
“static”, which means limited to the minimal functionalities
required by the community and generally not designed to
facilitate further integration of functionality.
Finally, in the fourth case, organizations must implement
systems and tools for accessing publications and datasets as
exported by RDLs and DCs to support the implementation of
the modern publication models. Re-using and combining the
metadata “graphs” (see previous section) exported by DCs
and RDLs require the realization, installation, and maintenance of adequate “aggregative” systems. These are capable
of interpreting the structure and semantics of the data sources
(known schemas, vocabularies, etc.), fetch content according to the relative protocols and formats, and map such content onto the physical representation (e.g. triple stores, relational databases, column stores) of a common data model, i.e.
structure, semantics. For example, in the Cultural Heritage,
where LinkedData is becoming a new trend, several systems
have been proposed. One of them is Semantic MediaWiki
[52,53], which allows researchers to collaboratively create
research corpus out of a set of aggregated LinkedData digital
library resources; others are approaches based on distributed
RDF queries [54,55]. Other examples are metadata aggregation infrastructures, such as Europeana,19 which collect
Cultural Heritage XML metadata descriptions from archives
and libraries and attempt to interconnect them to generate
richer information corpora. National examples of aggregations are those of NARCIS,20 the gateway to scholarly infor-

18

19

Europeana, http://www.europeana.eu.

20

NARCIS, http://www.narcis.nl.

4.2 Barriers for research community organizations

Open Annotation W3C community group, http://www.w3.org/
community/openannotation.
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mation in the Netherlands, and Swedish ScienceNet21 [56],
the national scholarly communication infrastructure, which
delivers CRIS-like functionalities22 for the purpose of measuring national research impact (Current Research Information Systems [57]). The software solutions powering such
systems suffer from two main drawbacks:
• Their re-usability in other contexts is possible only if
the underlying “bottom up” assumptions remain the
same (e.g. export and search protocols, metadata formats,
vocabularies);
• They are conceived to integrate content in order to generate content, and not to be extended with new functionalities or to integrate existing functionalities, as it is typically the case in different application domains.
The resulting technologies are more general-purpose
(e.g. Semantic MediaWiki [53]), but still focused on one
technological setting, e.g. LinkedData exports, and deliver
community-specific services. These issues make them hard
to re-use in alternative scenarios, where communities may
have not opted for the same technological solutions. As a
consequence, such communities are forced to bear the cost of
realizing aggregative systems and tools from scratch, by integrating existing products and complementing missing functionalities with new code [58].
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of modern scientific communication systems. The “moving
target” effect, being sciences in continuous evolution, and the
discipline-specific requirements lead to realization of technology that is “hard” to maintain in the long term and to
re-use in different contexts.
e-Science and e-Research trends are strongly advocating
for a future where most research data, from raw to secondary, will have to be stored in discipline-specific DCs, and
publications deposited in RDLs whose organizations have
well-established policies, trained personnel, and sustainability plans to operate such systems. Such trend suggests that
the best and more sustainable way to build modern scientific
communication systems should be based on an economyof-scale approach. Accordingly, communities should operate RDLs and DCs dedicated to their original duties and
rely on scientific communication systems for the integration
of RDLs and DCs so as to address modern dissemination
needs. In the following, we shall describe our vision towards
the realization of scientific communication systems as peculiar cross-discipline research infrastructures, namely SCIs.
In this process, we shall present an abstract architecture for
such infrastructures, mention the technologies that are today
inspired by similar goals, and refer to the real case of the OpenAIRE infrastructure23 [61] as an example of an embryonic
scientific communication infrastructure.
5.1 An architecture for SCIs

5 Scientific Communication Infrastructures
Although RDLs and DCs were conceived to serve complementary and non-interoperable tasks of the research process,
data and literature publishing requirements in the data-driven
science are today demanding them to interoperate. Stakeholders in the research life-cycle (e.g. scientists, funding
agencies, organizations) require advanced systems for tracking and identifying links between data and publications, contextualizing them with funding information and author identities, measuring research impact, etc. In the previous section,
we highlighted how the implementation and maintenance of
modern scientific communication systems fully addressing
such requirements are hindered by lack of data publishing
practices, technological issues (e.g. interoperability, lack of
general-purpose software), and relative sustainability costs.
While cultural issues and best practices are being and will be
advocated by research communities and by funding agencies
to eventually find standards and agreements [4,59,60], a lot of
work has to be done in the direction of developing disciplineagnostic technologies capable of facilitating the realization
21

Sweden ScienceNet, http://www.sciencenet.se.

The main challenge in the construction of modern scientific communication systems regards interoperability with
and between RDLs and DCs, independently of their underlying technologies and the disciplines they serve. To serve all
their actors, such systems should equally be able to interoperate with research infrastructures (RIs), whose functionalities
produce and manage data (and indirectly publications), and
with so-called Entity Registries (ERs), intended as services
for maintaining “authority files” of relevance to scientific
communication, e.g. authors (VIAF, ORCID, FOAF), funding schemes and projects (CRISs). In Section 3 we observed
that existing solutions are mainly conceived to serve one
technological domain (i.e. a class of applications based on
the same technological approach) or, in some cases, one
given discipline scenario (i.e. targeted application or service).
In other words, they are not conceived having in mind reusability and extendibility of software across domains and
technologies. The software enabling modern scientific communication systems should instead incarnate such architectural principles, thus offer services for mediating with any
kind of data source, manipulating content of arbitrary formats, and facilitate the integration of any functionality services. Such services should

22

EuroCRIS, The European Organization for International Research
Information, http://www.eurocris.org.
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Fig. 2 Scientific Communication Infrastructures: a high-level architecture

• Minimize the effort required to integrate content from
DCs, RDLs and ERs: “you can take data as it is made
available by data sources”;
• Minimize the effort required to construct disciplinespecific scientific communication workflows: “you can
re-use and combine the functionalities in your DCs,
RDLs, RIs, and ERs”.
SCIs are scientific communication systems satisfying such
principles. In the literature their philosophy resembles the
vision promoted by Virtual Research Environments (VREs)
[13]. VREs are systems providing an integrated environment supporting the collaborative work of a community
of researchers (e.g. myExperiment [36], OurSpaces24 ) by
sharing a set of resources (e.g. data sources, tools, services, workflows). Example of functionalities researchers
may expect from VREs are authentication, collaboration,
resource transfers, functionality over resources, customizability of functionality, re-use of resources, publishing
24

OurSpaces, http://www.ourspaces.net.

resources, discovering resources, ownership awareness of
resources, provenance and access tracking, etc. SCIs follow as similar approach and provide designers and developers with tools facilitating the dynamic run-time construction and management of SCI applications out of content and functionality from a pool of SCI resources, i.e.
RDLs, DCs, RIs, and ERs. SCIs provide mediation services that encapsulate “SCI functionality” within “running
services”, and enabling services that allow for the construction of SCI applications as “service workflows”, i.e.
sequences of RDL, DC, RI, and ER functionalities. Such
abstractions offer the flexibility necessary to support and
foster the implementation of discipline-specific and crossdiscipline forms of scientific communication. This vision
goes in the opposite direction with respect to the realization of the integrated systems described in Sect. 3, but adopts
them as real-case scenarios to be served by SCI applications.
Figure 2 illustrates a SCI abstract architecture. The architecture comprises four main functional layers, i.e. enabling,
mediation, content, and application, and is intended to offer
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the services to interoperate with and combine functionalities
from a set of RDLs, DCs, RIs, and ERs. In the following,
we describe the core functionalities of such layers providing some concrete examples. The list is not comprehensive,
as this would contradict the principle of “extendibility” of
SCIs.
Mediation Layer The layer includes services required by
the SCI to interact with external systems, such as RDLs, DCs,
ERs, and RIs. Systems may offer functionalities via heterogeneous APIs allowing to fetch and feed content, process
content, etc. Mediation services should “encapsulate” such
functionalities into SCI services whose APIs’, data exchange
formats, policies follow SCI internal rules and enable interoperation (e.g. combination into workflows). Once integrated,
external systems and relative functionalities become “registered resources” of the infrastructure, hence available for
discovery and use into applications. For example, a special mediating service may be designed to encapsulate the
LinkedData SPARQL entry point of DCs in order to make
their content available as a bulk-list of metadata records from
an OAI-PMH provider. Such a service should be configurable with a given RDF-XML mapping, possibly implement caching facilities, and support SCI proprietary APIs to
exchange its records with other SCI services. More typically,
mediation services offer functionality to access content from
content resources via standard interfaces, such as OAI-ORE,
ODBC, SRW, and to deposit content onto such resources,
e.g. deposit a publication onto an RDL (e.g. SWORD project
[62]) or a dataset onto a DC. Finally, the layer includes services for the encapsulation of advanced RI functionalities, for
example to acquire the results of discipline specific processing workflows, run within the RIs, over content provided by
the SCI itself; Fig. 2 illustrates the example of a functionality
for the analysis of dataset quality.
Content Layer The layer includes services providing
functionalities for content storage, processing, and provision.
The services should offer different kinds of storage facilities, i.e. physical data models, and offer a variety of services
to manage such content. For example, storage services may
encapsulate relational databases (MySQL, Postgres), triple
stores (Neo4J, Sesame), column stores and NOSQL databases (HBase, Cassandra, MongoDB, BIGDB, CouchDB),
full-text indices (Apache Solr, ElasticSearch), and many others. Examples of content processing services are bibliometrics and statistics services for measuring research impact;
de-duplication services, necessary to delivery precise statistics, maintenance and merge of authority files, etc.; ontology services, to store, manage, and share ontologies within
SCIs; transformation and cleaning services, capable of filtering metadata of a given format to generate metadata of an
output format; mining services, capable of processing text or
other digital content, in order to infer information to enrich or
fix metadata information. Finally, provision services should
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be capable of interacting with storage services in order to
expose their content via standard APIs. All content layer services, which should of course offer their full potential via
proprietary APIs, should also offer SCI APIs to exchange
their content with other services and from workflows.
Application Layer The layer includes services for constructing SCI applications out of running content services
and mediation services. To this aim, SCI administrators
are provided with tools for the construction and execution/orchestration of “applications”, intended as combinations of end-user tools, i.e. portals, and (possibly interdepending) workflows. Examples of typical applications are
as follow:

• Tools and workflows for data deposition policies, which
give end-users one single-entry point for publishing literature and related datasets by transparently exploiting
available DCs and RDLs (see Fig. 2;
• Workflows for data peer review, which exploit RI data
analysis services to perform the validation required after
submission of data into a DC repository;
• Workflows for inferring relationships between datasets
and publications, which process content from RDLs,
DCs, and ERs to identify semantic relationships between
such objects;
• Tools for managing modern publication models, which
provide scientists with functionality to browse through
the objects residing in RDLs and DCs to support authoring, retrieval and navigation, visualization, and publishing of modern publications.

Enabling Layer The layer includes commodity services,
which should minimally support the operation of a running
SCI in terms of registration and orchestration of resources
and authorized access to such resources. For example, a registry service for the registration of functionalities of different kinds from different resources. The registry keeps the
“resource map” of the SCI and is the place where other
services can discover the functionality services they need
among those made available by the content layer and the
mediation layer. An orchestration service, for example, may
execute workflows in the application layer by discovering
which services may accomplish at best its expected processing steps. Authorization and authentication services implement service-to-service and user-to-service access policies,
to ensure end-users and applications do not violate agreements with the available resources. Other enabling services may be subscription and notification services, to offer
asynchronous communications between services; message
exchange and delivery queues, in the style of Enterprise Service Bus (ESB [63]), etc.

A vision towards Scientific Communication Infrastructures

5.2 Towards the realization of Scientific Communication
Infrastructures
Late, several research efforts in the field of research
infrastructures and e-infrastructures [64] have led to the realization of software (often called “enabling software”) for the
construction and deployment of data infrastructures (e.g. DNET [58], Cezary et al. [65], gCube [66]). For example,
the D-NET Software Toolkit [58] was specifically devised
to enable the construction of workflows by integrating thirdparty services with a set of highly configurable D-NET data
management services. D-NET services are capable of storing, processing, and providing access to data according to
several physical data models, logical data models, metadata formats, and standard access APIs. D-NET has been
used to power the OpenAIRE infrastructure (Open Access
Infrastructure for Research in Europe), realized and maintained by the homonymous project [67], to become the European Scholarly Communication Infrastructure. OpenAIRE’s
mission is to promote and measure the impact of Open Science and Open Access by means of a modern scientific
communication system. The project has delivered a data
infrastructure capable of collecting and interlinking content from RDLs (i.e. OA and non-OA publication repositories), DCs (i.e. research data repositories), and CRIS systems
(i.e. funding information from European Commission and
National funding schemes). Moreover, it supports advanced
metrics to measure impacts of Open Access mandates and
funding over research. The infrastructure populates a graph
of (metadata of) objects spanning across all research disciplines and countries, with the major objectives of (i) providing enhanced access to the graph for end-users and third-party
systems, (ii) experimenting automatic inference of semantic relationships between different object typologies (e.g.
datasets and publications), (iii) de-duplicating publication
metadata, and (iv) construction and refinement of “enhanced
publications”. To this aim, D-NET offers a suite of services
that cover the layers shown in Fig. 2. In particular, mediation and enabling layers allow for the integration and access
to content resources and for the encapsulation of RI functionalities, which are then combined to form OpenAIRE SCI
applications. Examples of the latter are relationship inference
functionality, which are deployed at RDL sites to parse article
PDFs without violating copyrights; on-line key-word inference services, supported by the EBI institute (see Sect. 3.3);
DataCite DOI dereference, etc.
On the other hand, D-NET covers only a portion of the possible interactions with DCs, RDLs, RIs, and ERs. It focuses
on storage and processing of metadata as XML files and their
possible encoding onto relational databases (Postgres), fulltext indices (Apache Solr), and column stores (HBase and
Hadoop). For example it misses services for collection and
processing of LinkedData, or services for long-term preser-
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vation of digital objects. This is to say that enabling software
for SCIs may vary depending on the services they offer, the
common data exchange APIs they are willing to impose,
the kind of resources they are targeting, etc. In general,
they can grow in functionalities depending on the scenarios and the domains they will serve. In the future, we expect
that the growing needs for scientific communication systems
will push the scientific communities to adopt and extend
such technological solutions, and encourage researchers in
e-Science and e-Research to investigate into the realization
of enabling software for SCIs.
6 Conclusions and future issues
A lot of work needs to be done. The idea of enabling a
“global scientific communication infrastructure”, unifying
and giving access in a systematic, discipline-specific, authorized, and reusable way to the whole outcome of world’s
research, must rely on common practices and standard ways
to engage SCIs themselves into larger eco-systems, i.e.
infrastructures of infrastructures. However, existing solutions, although successful, are experimenting with the concepts underlying enabling software for SCIs. The relative
communities and groups of scientists are still in the process
of proposing new ideas rather than focusing on common
solutions. Some of such solutions can partly be shared
with those research communities targeting recommendations for the construction of research infrastructures. The
Research Data Alliance25 (RDA) and the e-Infrastructure
Reflection Group26 (e-IRG), as well as other projects and initiatives world-wide, represent community efforts to achieve
common best practices, standards, architectures, data models, and possibly services in the construction of research
infrastructures. Other aspects, such as data models for modern publications, services, application patterns for scientific communication processes, are instead very specific
to the realization of SCIs. We are convinced that these
problems will offer a wide range of research opportunities and will become the focus of studies in the years to
come.
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